By accelerating the transition of our economy to the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which have been used for many years in the practice of developed countries, providing foreign investors with the necessary information environment, increasing investment attractiveness and access to international financial markets, In order to improve the system of training of auditors in accordance with international standards, the Resolution of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Sh.M. Mirziyoyev dated February 24, 2020 No PD-4611 "On additional measures for the transition to international financial reporting standards", plays a special role in determining the order of accounting for the reorganization of enterprises on the basis of foreign experience and their harmonization with international standards.

Relevance of the topic. Today in our country, business mergers, including mergers, acquisitions, divisions, separations, changes, are used to determine the order of disclosure in the financial statements of information on the processes carried out in accordance with IFRS 23. This IFRS applies to all businesses in the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

In accordance with this national standard, the assessment of assets and liabilities transferred (accepted) in the reorganization of enterprises is carried out in accordance with the procedure established by the decision (agreement) of the founders on reorganization. For each type of assets and liabilities, a separate valuation method may be established that differs from the valuation methods used for other types of assets. However, a number of elements in the standard that require full coverage and ensure compliance with international standards are structurally different from IFRS 22, Consolidation of Enterprises.

The purpose of this standard is also to establish the procedure for reflecting the process of mergers of enterprises in an account such as IFRS. In IFRS 22, a merger of a company is classified as a merger or acquisition of shares. This
standard covers the processes by which one entity acquires another and combines interests when the buyer is not identified. A business combination is not the purchase of shares in another company but the acquisition of the company’s net assets with a business reputation.

The preparation of the financial statements in the context of the reorganization in accordance with IFRS 23 (paragraph 9) is based on:

a) decisions of the founders or relevant bodies on reorganization;

b) constituent documents of enterprises formed as a result of reorganization;

c) agreements on merger, acquisition, division, separation and change of organizational and legal form in cases established by the legislation of the Republic of Uzbekistan;

d) deed of transfer or balance sheet;

d) in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Uzbekistan, the registration body: a record of newly formed enterprises in the form of merger, division, separation and change; a document confirming the inclusion in the Register of a record of the last cessation of the activities of the added enterprises in the reorganization in the form of annexation, etc.

According to the decision (agreement) of the founders, the deed of transfer or distribution balance sheet includes the following applications:

a) financial statements in the composition provided for in the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan "On Accounting" [2], reflecting the structure of assets and liabilities of the reorganized enterprise, as well as their value from the date of registration of assets and liabilities to the last reporting date;

b) assets and liabilities of the reorganized enterprise, carried out in accordance with IFRS 19 "Organization and conduct of inventory" [3] and confirming their correctness (availability, status and value of assets and liabilities) before drawing up the transfer deed or distribution balance sheet; inventory acts (registration documents);

c) initial documents on tangible and intangible assets (fixed assets, intangible assets, inventories, etc.), lists of other assets to be received and transferred in the reorganization of enterprises (registration documents);

d) information on reorganized enterprises notifying their creditors and debtors in writing of the transfer of property and obligations under relevant contracts and agreements, settlements with the relevant budgets, state trust funds, etc. from the date of state registration; decryption of the specified accounts payable and receivable (their registration documents), etc.

Research results and analysis. Considering the process of merging a business, procurement differs in essence from the merging of interests, the content of which should be reflected in the financial statements. Accordingly, different methods of accounting are expressed for each of these species.

The standard sets out the criteria for determining the fair value of the identifiable assets and liabilities acquired. For example, securities are valued at current market value, at current prices at which receivables can be obtained, at the selling price of finished goods after deducting:
(a) exit costs;
(b) the company's share of the expected profit from the buyer's actions to obtain the profit from the sale of the same finished product. It is intended to determine the fair value of the market value determined using the valuation of machinery and equipment. Accounts payable and promissory notes, long-term debts, liabilities and other accounts receivable are recorded at a discounted value based on current interest rates. Negative goodwill can also occur. Negative goodwill is written off the assets of the reporting company and recorded in the balance sheet in the same generally recognized classification.

In IFRS, assets transferred in the reorganization of enterprises can be valued at the following values:

a) at the actual cost of procurement;
b) at cost;
c) at residual value;
g) at the cost of recovery;
d) at face value;
e) at the actual full cost of production;
j) at actual cost of production at direct costs;
h) at the planned, normative cost;
i) at market prices.

From the above, it can be concluded that ensuring the accounting of reorganization processes in accordance with international accounting standards, increasing investment attractiveness based on world-recognized evaluation criteria, easy and clear information to the user, ie processes such as mergers, acquisitions or conflicts of interest, synthesizes through the information provided and provides information on the financial condition of the enterprise. This, in turn, encourages the application of other aspects of IFRS to national accounting and auditing.
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INNOVATSION TARAQQIYOT – QURILISH INDUSTRIYASI KORXONALARINI BARQAROR RIVOJLANTIRISH OMILI SIFATIDA
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Bugungi kunda dunyoning ko'plab rivojlangan mamlakatlari olimlari va iqtisodchilari sanoatni innovatsion rivojlantirish bo'yicha ilmiy tadbirlarga alohida e'tibor qaratmoqda. Xususan, sanoat korxonalarning innovatsion faoliyatini faollashtirish va shu asosda korxonalarning raqobatbardoshlik salohiyatini oshirish kabi masalalar bo'yicha ilmiy tadbirlar orqali to'g'risida, bu esa mahalliy qurilish materiallari sanoatiga ham to'liq taalluqlidir.

Qurilish materiallari sanoatida, iqtisodiyotning boshqa ko'plab tarmoqlari bo'l personalised, hozirgi vaqtga nafaqat texnik yoki texnologik yangiliklar, balki moliyaviy resurslarni janeb qilishning tashkili, iqtisodiy, ijtimoiy, shuningdek zamonaviy usullari amalda qo'llanilishi ham bo'lishi mumkin. Qurilish materiallari sanoatga, iqtisodiyotning bo'limga keltirishi mumkin.

Insoniyat sivilizatsiyasi ilmiy taraqqiyot va innovatsion jarayonning faollashuvini tufayli yuzaga keladi, bu nafaqat asbob-uskunalar va texnologiyalarni yangilashni jadobsiz, balki bo'lgan moliyaviy tarmoqlarning paydo bo'lishiga, bilim va iqtisodiyotning yangi tarmoqlarining foydalanishi ham qishlinga qo'llinadi, o'rnatilishi mumkin.

Innovatsion jarayon vaqtinchalik hodisa emas, balki, doimi pro Aleksanidan jarayondir. Innovatsion faoliyati rivojlanshish tahlili shuni ko'rsatadi, noyob samarali innovatsiyadan (texnologiyadan) foydalanish raqobatda panatseya emas. Bundan tashqari, uzoq vaqt, arzirli modernizatsiya qilinmasdan, bunday innovatsiyadardan foydalanish korxonada ba'zan bankrotlikka olib keladi [2]. Shuning uchun progressiv va barqaror innovatsion rivojlanshish tizimli
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